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ABSTRACT
Developing computational models for automatic affect prediction
requires valid self-reports about individuals’ emotional interpretations of stimuli. In this article, we highlight the important influence
of the temporal distance between a stimulus event and the moment when its experience is reported on the provided information’s
validity. This influence stems from the time-dependent and timedemanding nature of the involved cognitive processes. As such,
reports can be collected too late: forgetting is a widely acknowledged challenge for accurate descriptions of past experience. For
this reason, methods striving for assessment as early as possible
have become increasingly popular. However, here we argue that
collection may also occur too early: descriptions about very recent
stimuli might be collected before emotional processing has fully
converged. Based on these notions, we champion the existence
of a temporal distance for each type of stimulus that maximizes
the validity of self-reports – a "right" time. Consequently, we recommend future research to (1) consciously consider the potential
influence of temporal distance on affective self-reports when planning data collection, (2) document the temporal distance of affective
self-reports wherever possible as part of corpora for computational
modelling, and finally (3) and explore the effect of temporal distance
on self-reports across different types of stimuli.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A core issue of Affective Computing is developing automatic approaches to predict human emotion by analyzing multimodal sensor
data. This enterprise’s key resources are corpora of training data,
containing examples that match such sensor data with corresponding self-reported subjective experience labels. Supervised datasets
of this kind form the basis for teaching computational models to
discriminate between different affective states using state-of-theart machine learning techniques. While other machine perception
areas, such as object recognition, can rely on vast pools of relevant
training data being available online (e.g., through social media),
predicting emotional experience does not allow for the same strategy. Because feelings are highly subjective phenomena, corpora for
research often need to be constructed from scratch. Doing so may
require involved procedures, whereby individuals are exposed to
conditions approximating those to which responses should eventually be recognized in an application scenario (e.g., in face-to-face
conversations [20], interactions with software applications [7], or
consuming video content [15]). Therefore, the ecological validity of
the data collection procedures used for generating training corpora
is an important aspect. Without a dataset that is representative of
emotions under valid conditions, computational models trained on
it will struggle to generalize, potentially failing to deliver accurate
predictions when encountering slightly different conditions in the
real world.
Emotions are typically distinguished from other types of affective phenomena – such as moods, or affective attitudes – by their
comparatively short duration and their strong directness towards
a triggering stimulus event (see e.g. the taxonomy developed by
Scherer [24]). In this article, we highlight that one important influence on the validity of any reported affective information in
training corpora is the temporal distance between the moment at
which a self-report is provided and the occurrence of the stimulus
event that the report pertains to. While this feature of self-report
procedures has been discussed in the literature as a methodological
issue for validity, the existing discourse has primarily focused on
mitigating inaccuracies related to memory decay over time [26].
However, here we draw on findings from empirical psychology
indicating that reports of emotional experience cannot only be collected too late and, as a consequence, suffer from memory-biases,
but also might be captured too early. In this case, self-reports could
be requested or provided at moments before individuals’ naturally
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occurring emotional processing of a stimulus has terminated, leading to artificially distorted reports.
Based on these insights, we suggest choosing the "right" distance
for asking individuals about their emotional experience is crucial
in designing data collection procedures and should be thoroughly
explored in future research endeavours. Concretely, we recommend
(1) conscious consideration of the potential influence exercised
by temporal distance on affective self-reports when planning data
collection, (2) documentation of the temporal distance of affective
self-reports wherever possible as part of corpora for computational
modelling, and finally (3) a systematic exploration of the influence
of temporal distance within and across different types of stimulus
events.

2

DON’T BE TOO LATE: AVOIDING
RECALL-BIASES IN LARGE TEMPORAL
DISTANCES

The temporal distance of self-reports as a methodological issue has
been discussed extensively in the social sciences, focusing especially
on minimizing potential recall biases resulting from large temporal
distances [18, 26]. In this context, strategies for collecting selfreports are often coarsely divided into two categories for discussion,
based on the timing at which they prompt individuals [26]: On the
one hand Retrospective Assessments, which require individuals to
reconstruct their experiences from memory at some point in time
after a situation. On the other hand Concurrent Assessments, which
require individuals to immediately (or at least as quickly as possible)
report on their feelings.
Retrospective assessments are a widespread and convenient way
for researchers to collect data about individuals’ experiences in any
survey study. Because these rely solely on participants’ memories,
questions can target experiences at any point in their past. However, empirical findings demonstrate that details of past experiences
quickly become inaccessible as time progresses [22], and recollected
memories can be severely distorted as a result (see, e.g., the seminal
work of Loftus and colleagues [11]). Moreover, biases in autobiographical memory may operate without conscious awareness of the
person providing self-reports, resulting in descriptions that tend
to unduly correspond to their current beliefs [9] or other aspects
of the situation at recollection [10]. Due to consistent findings on
such recall biases, retrospective self-reports have been deemed to
be of questionable validity for collecting information about online
experience [26].
Because concurrent assessments are taken temporally close to
stimulus events of interest, these do not suffer from potential recall biases to the same extent. Perhaps the most common form of
concurrent self-reporting used in longitudinal studies are different
variants of the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [18]. In this setting, individuals are typically required to fill in questionnaires about
their momentary thoughts or feelings at regular or random timeintervals throughout their daily routine over a prolonged period
(i.e., weeks or months), often with the help of technological devices
and applications (see Denman et al. [4] for an example). In addition
to time-based schedules for assessments, some studies have also
relied on ESM for gathering insights on subjects’ impressions about
specific stimulus events once these occur [27]. For example, studies
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have asked individuals to report about recent social interactions
[2, 5]. To collect very fine-grained concurrent self-reports throughout specific stimulus events of interest with a short duration (e.g.
in the range of seconds to minutes), researchers have furthermore
developed a plethora of specialized instruments for collecting timecontinuous ratings (e.g. the Affect Rating Dial [23] or FeelTrace [3]).
Using these instruments, participants provide real-time self-reports
while watching video recordings depicting themselves in previous
interactions (e.g., Park and colleagues [20]) or rate their experience
throughout short-term media content (e.g., in the studies of Mauss
et al. [13], or Zhang and colleagues [28]).
In summary, concurrent assessments are considered superior
to retrospective methods in terms of validity, primarily because
they minimize the temporal distance between some stimulus event
and the corresponding self-report to rule out recall biases. In doing
so, they strive to avoid assessing experiences too late at any cost.
However, concurrent methods suffer from their own potential drawbacks to validity (see Schwarz [26] for an overview). For example,
they can interfere with ongoing tasks, and especially requirements
for repeated assessments or strict response times lead to selection
biases in participants [18]. Technological research has attempted
to streamline concurrent data collection methods to dampen these
adverse effects, e.g., by considering mental workload in developing
rating tools [28] or automatically determining moments convenient
for participants to respond to ESM probes [14].

3

ON BEING TOO EARLY: POTENTIAL
EFFECTS OF SMALL TEMPORAL
DISTANCES

Beyond concerns about disturbing or mentally overtaxing individuals when concurrently probing for experiences, minimizing the
temporal distance of self-reports may have other negative influences on validity. In this section, we draw on psychology findings
to argue that meaningful and stable descriptions of emotional experience may require time to arise and develop in individuals – and
for more complex stimuli more so than for simple ones.
Cognitive appraisal theories are a prominent conceptualization
for the process by which stimuli elicit emotional responses in human beings [17], and formed the foundation for many approaches
at computationally modelling emotions (see the review of Marsella
et al. for an overview [12]). They postulate that emotions arise from
an organism’s cognitive evaluations of its environment regarding
its capacity for obstruction or fulfilment of persistent goals and
needs [17].
Typically, appraisal theories posit a range of variables in terms of
which stimuli are evaluated, such as the degree of familiarity to the
individual or whether they relate oneself or others [19]. Because
appraisal is a subjective interpretation, evaluation of the same stimulus event can result in different outcomes across individuals or the
same individual over time (e.g. familiarity might change). While
scholars have traditionally focused on exploring the structure of
appraisals underlying types of emotional responses (i.e., by identifying the variables necessary to differentiate between different
outcomes), research has also developed accounts of the cognitive
process underlying appraisal dynamics [17]. In alignment with theoretical accounts of human cognition more generally (i.e., under the
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umbrella of dual-process theories [6]), appraisal theorists envision
it as a continuously operating process of varying complexity, taking
place at different speeds and degrees of conscious awareness [1].
Moreover, some theories suggest that various aspects of stimulus
evaluations depend on each other, with the outcomes of simple,
largely pre-conscious stages of evaluation triggering and shaping
higher-level cognitions [17]. For example, Scherer [24] proposes a
model where appraisal consists of such sequential stimulus checks
increasing in complexity over time and depending on the outcome
of prior processing. In this account, early stages act as relevance filters (e.g., checks for sudden changes in the environment) for further
processing for their relationship to personal goals and eventually
social norms and values. While the dynamics of emotional appraisal
processing are the topic of ongoing research [17], there is some
empirical evidence lending support to both the sequential nature
of appraisal processing [25], as well as the capacity for the same
appraisals to be computed in a more or less automatic fashion – e.g.
depending on prior familiarity and practice [16].
Conceiving of emotional experience as the result of such a continuously ongoing, evolving, and variable appraisal process holds
several important insights for understanding the influence of temporal distance on self-reports:
(1) individuals may continue to emotionally process stimuli over
some time at increasing degrees of complexity
(2) when doing so, they continuously integrate new information
(perceived or remembered, as well as the outcomes of other
appraisals), and
(3) the nature of processing is not universally the same, due to
differences in the subjective relevance, prior experience, and
inherent complexity of the evaluated stimuli
.

These attributes make emotional processing both a time-dependent
as well as a potentially time-consuming affair. Moreover, they underline its context-sensitive nature: precisely what processing has
taken place after a fixed amount of time may vary across different
types of evaluated stimuli and different individuals doing the evaluation. Together, this points to the very real risk that self-reports
with a small temporal distance may arrive too early – before emotional processing has fully converged – and that there may be no
one-size-fits-all minimal temporal distance.

4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Collecting valid self-reports about individuals’ experience is a challenging methodological endeavour but vital for progress on technology for understanding and predicting it in real-world conditions.
We have argued that the temporal distance between a stimulus
event and a self-report about its experience plays an important role
in this regard. One way in which problems for validity may arise is
if this distance is too large. Under such circumstances, memory decay may set in and recall biases may manifest themselves, leading to
inaccurate self-reports of experience. This consequence is a widely
acknowledged methodological issue, and we have discussed how it
is combated by striving for concurrency in assessments. However,
drawing on the notion of a dynamic, evolving, and context-sensitive
appraisal process underlying emotional responses, we have pointed
out that self-reports might similarly arrive too early. While the
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time-dependency of appraisal processing is still largely unexplored
in psychological research, it seems critical for valid data collection.
Failing to account for it may result in corpora of idiosyncratic data,
capturing instances of incomplete emotional processing that do
not generalize to other populations or similar stimuli. Doing so
requires collecting self-reports at the "right" time – a sweet spot
in terms of temporal distance that is close enough to minimize the
influence of memory decay while also providing enough space to
let emotional processing play out naturally.

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the optimal temporal distance for assessment after a stimulus event, minimizing
both the potential influence of interrupting emotional processing before convergence (too early), as well as decaying
memory fidelity (too late) on self-reported emotional experience.
We present a schematic depiction of this idea in Figure 1. Note
that this graph serves a purely illustrative purpose: to the best of our
knowledge, how the magnitude of these two influences change over
time is currently not known and likely varies across stimuli and
the individuals interpreting them. However, it seems reasonable
to assume that emotional interpretation may – at least in some
instances – still be ongoing by the time the effects of memory decay
on self-reports start. Evidence for this line of reasoning comes from
the overall rapid decline of memory [22], and studies that show
differences already after a short time for self-reported experiences
of comparatively simple stimuli (i.e., throughout a painful medical
procedure [21]). However, given the postulated evolutionary roots
of emotions as rapid response mechanisms for adaptive behavior
postulated by some affective scientists (see e.g. the arguments of
Levenson [8]), it seems likely that emotional processing for many
types stimulus events will terminate rather quickly. Thus, while
completely concurrent assessments (i.e., with a temporal distance
close to zero) may run a substantial risk of arriving before emotional
processing has converged on an outcome, assessments with even
moderate delays might suffice for simple stimulus events. Given
that delays up to this range are already an established practice in
the design of existing ESM studies for pragmatic reasons [18], these
may be less susceptible to too early assessment. However, without
explicitly acknowledging the potential role of temporal distance for
valid data collection and conducting further empirical exploration
on the topic, a fine-grained understanding of the temporal dynamics
between interrupted processing and memory decay remains out of
reach.
For this reason, we urge researchers that collect data of selfreported emotional experiences to consciously consider the potential influence of temporal distance in their designs. In particular, for
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complex stimulus events (e.g., ones touching upon social norms and
values), it might be beneficial to combine any concurrent assessments with a form of retrospective self-report and explore potential
differences in analysis and modelling. Moreover, it seems important
to consider the temporal duration of stimulus events themselves as
another potential aspect of their complexity that might influence
how they are processed in assessment. Consequently, experimental
setups for data collection should carefully choose and document the
duration of stimulus events used for elicitation. While capturing the
duration of stimulus events in assessments via ESM more difficult,
collecting self-reports about duration when probing may at least
provide a coarse indication and will help to control for its influence
in modeling.
Similarly, we recommend that researchers document the temporal distance between a stimulus event and the moment when
affective self-reports are provided wherever possible. Such documentation should also be undertaken by studies following a cuedrecall protocol for data collection where individuals reconstruct
their feelings in a past situation while annotating video footage of
it with continuous ratings (see the studies of Mauss et al. [13], or
Park and colleagues [20] for examples).
Finally, we urge researchers to systematically explore the effect of
temporal distance on self-reported affective experience in dedicated
empirical investigations to identify the right time for assessment.
Such studies would require repeated assessments of experience
at different temporal distances and exploring differences across
individuals with different backgrounds and stimuli of different types.
Variables that are potentially relevant for shaping both emotional
and memory processing (e.g., goals and personal values [9, 24], or
mood [10]) make particularly promising candidates in that respect.
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